
Welcome to our first 
Web Wednesday workshop

Let’s Talk Top Level Navigation



What we’re going 
to talk about

What is a navigation?

Why are we considering the move to top navigation?

Concerns we are aware of and are looking to mitigate

Options and best practices

Break into smaller groups to discuss



What is a ‘nav’?

Top / horizontal nav
Side / vertical nav
Mobile (hamburger)
Primary nav
Secondary nav
Top level, second level, third level nav
Jump to menus
Footer

It is essentially a way to help users navigate, or 
make their way around, your website.  

A navigation menu is comprised of static pages 
(usually) and the titles are considered H1 elements 
on the page.



Our CMS Nav – Side level
- Located on the left hand side

- Allows for up to three levels of navigation



Our framework nav – Top 
level
- Located at the top of page above the hero 

banner

- Limited to how many items can appear

- Allows for three levels of navigation



cuTheme pilot Nav – top 
level
- Located at the top of page above the hero 

banner

- Limited to how many items can appear

- Allows for two levels of navigation



Undergraduate Admissions 
Nav – Top Level
- Located at the top of page above the hero 

banner

- Limited to how many items can appear

- Allows for two levels of navigation



Mobile nav –
hamburger





Why are we 
considering the 

move to top nav?

Consistent user 
experience across the 

Carleton domain

Utilize the full width of 
the screen for content

Many modern options 
available

Simplifies our template, 
streamlines our 
development

Mobile Friendly Accessible



Concerns we are aware of and looking to address

- Large navigations

- Buttons in the side nav

- Multi level navigation/sub menus

- Having to rework their navigations

- Mobile concerns

- Distinguishing from the global navigation



Let’s talk options and best practices



We want to hear 
your thoughts

Break into groups to discuss


